Q.How does UltraClear RENEW™ compare to other products or approaches?
Unlike some approaches, this program provides a science-based protocol to help address underlying factors
that may increase symptoms in chemically sensitive individuals. This product features natural ingredients for a
safer approach with a scientifically designed blend of targeted nutrients—including quality rice protein—to
support energy metabolism and balanced activities in both phases of the body's detoxification process,
particularly the second phase.

Q.How does UltraClear RENEW™ work?
Unlike some approaches, this program provides a science-based protocol to help address underlying factors
that may increase symptoms in chemically sensitive individuals. This product features natural ingredients for a
safer approach with a scientifically designed blend of targeted nutrients—including quality rice protein—to
support energy metabolism and balanced activities in both phases of the body's detoxification process,
particularly the second phase.

Q.How long is UltraClear RENEW™ typically recommended?
In a 4-week preliminary study, the UltraClear RENEW program demonstrated improved quality of life, and
increased mercury excretion. This product may also be recommended for long-term support. For best results,
follow your healthcare professional's guidelines.

Q.How would a detoxification program help me?
Today, we are all exposed to chemicals in the foods we eat, the air we breathe, and the water we drink. Many
common complaints to doctors, such as mental and physical fatigue, may be signs of environmental overload.
Supporting the body's natural metabolic detoxification process may be beneficial. Not all detoxification
programs are science-based, and some may deplete the body of vital nutrients and energy to support the
natural elimination process.

Q.Who would benefit from UltraClear RENEW™?
This formula was designed for individuals who may benefit from additional support for detoxification function,
including heavy metabolism.

Q.Why is UltraClear RENEW™ safe?
Metagenics continually evaluates formula ingredients in concert with current nutritional research for optimal
safety and effectiveness. Plus, Metagenics' manufacturing facility has 3 certifications for good manufacturing
practices to ensure the highest quality. (This product is suitable for those who may be sensitive to lactose or
soy. See online catalog for complete allergen information.)

